SDI - The Advanced Science of Subliminal Distant Influentiality,
“I cannot think of a person (or a group of persons working together toward a specific goal or toward some material
outcome) who would not benefit from using my ‘subliminal influence technologies,’ to bring about a complete
change of attitude (political, commercial, or personal) of some targeted individual or individuals.” (Philip Savage)
Dr. Philip Savage’s science of Subliminal Influentiality is based on the fact that all living things are deeply embedded in a unified field of
global consciousness, the one collective “Psycho-Continuum.” Somewhat related to the most advanced concepts of quantum mechanics
(inseparability and a-locality), Jungian theory (synchronicity and collective unconscious), theories of morphogenetic fields (Sheldrake)
and psychofields (Kaznatcheiev), Dr. Savage’s advanced science and technology have been scientifically tested and extensively utilized
in Europe and the US for more than 30 years.
With SDI technologies, Dr. Savage is capable of doing “impossible” things anywhere in the world, from a distance, with precise and
unprecedented results. As he explains, his unique ability to “break into the psycho-continuum” allows him to “surf in it with excellent
accuracy” and eventually “reconfigure it” (remotely) according to specific purposes, authorized by his private clients.
DOCUMENTED RESULTS: “People actively exposed to my subliminal Mind-Force procedure are DRIVEN to do, unconsciously,
things they otherwise would NOT do, or vice versa, NOT do things they otherwise would do.”
DRAMATIC EXAMPLES OF THE PRACTICAL EFFECTS OF SDI ON TARGETED SUBJECTS:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Politicians, court witnesses, criminal informants are COMPELLED to tell the truth.
Despots, rogue leaders, abusive rulers are COMPELLED to “step down."
Terrorists, criminals, violent rebels are COMPELLED to “make mistakes” and get captured.
Athletes, racehorses, anyone in competition get on-the-spot “LEGAL STEROIDS” and WIN their event.
Field Agents get “ENHANCED, their activities “rearranged,” so they quickly and successfully finish their missions.
SECURITY and PROTECTION (from a distance, anywhere in the world) for celebrities, businesspersons, dignitaries (and their
children), 24/7 SAFETY absolutely unavailable from any other “personal security service.”
REMOVAL of ANY kind of threat to client’s families and businesses: drug dealers, unfaithful friends, “bad” influences, dishonest
employees, partners or advisors, competitors. When “removed” everyone involved benefits.
EMERGENCY PROTECTION PLAN that gives accelerated RECOVERY for clients involved in accidents, injuries, sudden
attacks - terrorist, criminal, biological, fire, heart attacks, drug overdoses, or any other personal crises.
MORPHOGENIC TRANSFORMATION: Large groups of criminals (mobsters, murderers, thieves) are “subliminally readjusted” in
ways that dramatically reduce crime rates and fear, thereby increasing productivity and desired effects in residential communities,
cities, states and governments. Expanded DIGITAL implementation using Morphogenic Composite-Ideogram Cybernetics (MCC)
can deliver any social/political change at the global level.

A FEW ESSENTIAL FEATURES OF SDI TECHNOLOGIES:
1.

2.

3.

4.

There are no “anti-subliminal” counter-measures. The “targeted individual(s) cannot avoid the ineluctable (but unconscious)
taking over of his or her most essential centers of decision (both intellectual and emotional) and cannot escape his or her
own neuro-behavioral recalibration according to the predefined specific objective.”
Precisely because it is subliminal and distant Mind-control, SDI far exceeds any known system in the world. With SDI the
entire “implant” operation is achieved without any traceable procedure of psycho-suggestion – it cannot be “discovered” -and, therefore, it does not carry the potential danger to the programmer of later memory retrieval by skilled hypnosis experts.
SDI is uniquely valuable because “it leaves no tracks.”
The practical outcome of being exposed to SDI Mind-Force processing is the same for all subjects: a partial or complete
“brain-reset,” involving major readjustments in the neurological centers of decision-making processes. Depending on the
specific assignment authorized by the client, all subjects soon demonstrate some form of deep psycho-behavioral change,
with dramatic (requested) consequences in their professional, legal, political and familial circumstances.
Detailed information about classified assignments is NOT required for successful use of SDI. Clients provide only minimal
coordinates to begin the process, followed by “local feedback,” until the specific assignment is completed.

SDI HAS NO COMPETITOR IN THE WORLD. It constitutes the most powerful and exclusive Mind-Force technology in existence,
forming a complete and insurmountable non-lethal weapons system. SDI provides unmitigated hope for a non-violent, irreversible,
swift solution to any conflict or event - national, international, personal, political or economic.
The Washington Post in 2001 highlighted the value of Dr. Savage's SDI technology, an unprecedented “remote doing” weapon,
in the war against terrorism: “It was a weapon with varied and highly relevant powers: To make reluctant witnesses talk, to heal
burn victims. Not a bomber or a vaccine but a man, or more like a superman, named Philippe Sauvage….”
Application of SDI is precise, efficient and certain with laser-like results to FORCE a change in human thinking that has unlimited
uses in the fields of health, business, law, government, politics, ecology, criminology, economics, security, and survival.

MCC - Morphogenic Composite-ideogram Cybernetics
A Specialized Application of Dr. Savage’s SDI Technology
to change the world, literally, overnight

Morphogenic Composite-ideogram Cybernetics, MCC, is the applied technology of making composite digitized Ideograms
blending the DNA and Morphic Images of different persons in order to “PROCESS” those Ideograms cybernetically using
specialized computer programs to produce desired outcomes.
“It’s just taking a person as a whole, in terms of her or his own DNA and shape, the morph - the sound of his own voice, his own
movement - shrink it down to some kind of mathematical equation, an ideogram, and then process the essence of the person - purified,
simplified, dehumanized and rehumanized in a different way - and blend them together. Which means, with this MCC process, I could
take care of an entire town. By taking a few hundred samples, blending them all together through some kind of a morphotype, we can
curb crime. We can completely reduce violent crime, sexual crime, drug crimes by going to the cause of it. We can do that to a nation.
“This has application in terms of counter terrorism. We can just implant into those bad guys a complete desire to redeem themselves
and do something else which is peaceful and better than Black Ops and killing them. And, this is in perfect abidance with free will. We
just help people do what they want to do but they don’t know it most of the time. They don’t want to hurt themselves. They don’t want to
die. They don’t want to be in a wheelchair. They don’t want to have a lung cancer because they smoke. They want to be happy, They
want to be healthy. They want to be all united, yet all different.
That’s exactly what this technology, that unifies people that symbolizes them, that shrinks them down to a point to a unique symbol, can
do. And then use my powers to quicken, to catalyze the whole system in an exponential intensity and rhythm. That’s what I’m doing,
Once again, it goes back to the experiment. I can prove what I’m doing. People don’t have to understand it, they just experience it and
do it themselves. They’ll be glad doing it and not explaining it, (Dr. Philip Savage)

MCC uses Algorithmic Ideograms in the Holographic Dimension
The computer world's morphing technology works perfectly with Dr. Savage’s Subliminal Influence technology due to its capacity to
isolate the psycho-vibrational and/or morphological characteristics of multiple sources and blend them into one composite. This blended
composite is converted by algorithmic calculus into ONE three-dimensional holographic ideogram which is then ready for subliminal
processing and application to the targets.
The holographic ideogram is a synthetic projection allowing hyper-concentration of available data, observable and cybernetically
processable from all perspectives, to maximize efficiency and effect. The number and quality of characteristics sources versus the
number and quality in the target individual or population are then the data incorporated into the ideogram custom built for each case.
Data from source and target includes voice patterns, still and motion images, handwriting, fingerprints, and blood samples.

HOW MCC WORKS
1.

Input the genetic and morphic details of a large sample group of people into the most advanced "morphing" computer
system in existence today, which scientists and technicians know how to do. Morphing computer systems were first used
in Hollywood, where they were designed and manufactured, to produce out-of-this-world special effects for blockbuster
movies, (e.g. Avatar, Matrix).

2.

Create a "Composite-Ideogram" by BLENDING that large data base of genetic and morphic input into ONE Composite
that represents the entire data set, which technicians also know how to do. The resultant "composite ideogram" is much
like a snowflake, whereby there is ONLY ONE Ideogram that represents that specific data set of people.

3.

With his unique cybernetic powers, Dr. Savage PROCESSES that ONE Composite-Ideogram (that represents the large
group of people), just as he processes a single individual or small group such as a family, to bring about dramatic,
immediate changes in ALL the people which that "Ideogram" represents. The astonishing results are always the same…
precise, efficient, certain and positive, according to the client’s pre-selected criteria.

Unique means there is only one Cybernetician in the world right now. While scientists and technicians, private or governmental, are
capable of doing the first two steps, Dr. Savage is the only one who can “PROCESS” the morphogenic "composite ideogram" to
produce the intended results.
For example, 1) Obtain an existing large data set that contains the personal details (DNA and photographs) of 1000 criminals (child
molesters) living in the city of Chicago. Working in collaboration with criminologists in Chicago law enforcement, their team of scientists
then INPUT to the morphing computer the large data set of the 1000 selected criminals and,
2) "BLEND" those data to CREATE ONE Composite Ideogram that represents those specific 1000 child molesters. The Chicago team
then sends just that ONE IDEOGRAM to Dr. Savage for processing. (No private information on subjects is sent).
3) Dr. Savage then PROCESSES that ONE Ideogram just as he processes one individual and the results are the same. Those 1000
criminal child molesters would CHANGE dramatically overnight, henceforth being completely incapable of ever molesting a child again.
From a public point of view, those thousand criminals would be "normal" people, no longer criminals in any way. From the criminals' point
of view, they would feel good, relieved, and interested in doing "normal" things, possibly for the first time in their life.

To begin a specific MCC contract to reduce crime, as in this example, a demo is required for very little investment of money and time.
The particular crime, child molesting for example, can be reduced in a small city by 25% the first month. With further investment and
time, that crime in that city can be completely eliminated. Clients (businesses, organizations, governments) from any part of the world
may contact Dr. Savage's team to request to use MCC for any specific assignments they choose.

APPLICATIONS
Going beyond theory and methodology, Dr. Philip Savage, can apply the MCC computerized technology in any field - criminology,
business, social/political/economic, private security and health. MCC is designed to "go after the bad guys," defined however the client,
customer, patient decides. In a legal case, it's the "adversary." In the political arena, it's the "opponent." In criminology, it's the "criminal."
On the international front, it's the "terrorist" and the "rogue dictator." In health, it's the "disease," the "illness," the "meaninglessness."
Three generalized modes of application for MCC:
1.
2.

3.

ENHANCEMENT is basically about the unified field of consciousness. MMC is simply a technique, a methodology, about how
to enhance people, unify people. It’s about optimization: Be all that you can be without knowing it. Applied to athletics (human
and animals) and to intellectual competition, MCC enhances the "energetic potential" to undreamed-of levels of possibilization.
HEALTHENING: Reversing the entropic degeneration at the individual and collective levels to health and wholeness for people,
families, groups and societies. “Health” is not only the mere absense of sickness, just as happiness is not only the lack of disaster
and misfortunes. Health is a proactive proposition generally very much misunderstood, a natural state of absolute
wholesomeness, of vibrant homeostatic harmony, of deep existential self-fulfillment and true personal meaningfulness.
REMOVAL: The ability to "mess up the mind of just about anyone" who deserves it, provoking crisis, chaos and symptoms of
dysfunctionality within the given negative circumstances that cause harm in individual lives and society. These negative
influences may be "removed" simply by altering the causal individual's “mind” whereby they no longer are motivated (consciously
or unconsciously) to cause harm, thus allowing the “dramatic change” to set in: a child molester unable to continue his or her
criminal activity, a terrorist easily captured, a greedy businessman to choose meaning and family life, a saint’s final "obstruction"
to the Divine Self removed. (Actual removal cases of MCC are obviously classified.)
Applications of MCC are unlimited, limited ONLY by the requestor’s imagination. Results include:
BUSINESS: High performance corporate executives compete more productively in the global marketplace. Guaranteed absolute
loyalty of the personnel of a company’s sales forces and a much higher output of their professional energy. Subliminal elimination
of business competitors and the removal of no longer desirable employees or disloyal partners
FAMILY: Subliminal removal of an undesirable element, foreign to the family unit, whose mere presence constitutes a serious
danger to family harmony. The quick and favorable conclusion to a “messy” divorce. The subliminal recovery of a brainwashed
child or an abducted parent (into heavy drugs, gang affiliation or any criminal scenario), to bring back to sanity, and where they
belong, any person suffering from some “mind-kidnapping.”
ATHLETICS, INTELLECTUAL COMPETITION: Immediately increase the energetic potential of human athletes (individually or
as a team) by as much as 20%. In case of animals, the subliminal enhancement can go even higher. 'Subliminal Hypno-doping'
via MCC on race horses, for instance, is not only legal but nothing short of phenomenal. Subliminal intellectual enhancement of
someone who needs to tackle new professional challenges (or exams) is absolutely remarkable.
LEGAL: A false witness, rather than testify in court, putting his own life in peril, could decide instead, after brain-reset, to go
fishing or to disappear in the snug comfort of anonymity. The tremendous edge MCC gives the legal team who uses it is so
decisive it needs no further explanation.

The scientific protocol of MCC, Transdimensional Refraction, relates to the specific processes and sciences of bringing about the
"impossible," by demonstrating the existence of multiple bio-forces beyond what scientists currently can see, know or understand. MCC
demonstrates the interrelatedness of all Life, multiple dimensions and Consciousness in all Life, at the cellular level and beyond, by
showing proof that matter has been influenced and dramatically changed according to pre-selected specifications.
Furthermore, note that Dr. Savage is prevented by this “Higher Protocol” from directly causing harm to anyone, even the worst
individual bio-cosmic criminal. The result of his processing simply restores the direct relationship for the offender with Infinite Justice.
Dr. Savage must also have permission (from someone) and equal reciprocal compensation, value for value. He then operates at a
dimension beyond human experience that allows him to access, influence, and control the “individual” through the one collective bioMIND, in order to force people to do what they otherwise would not do and, conversely, NOT do what they otherwise would do.
While our immediate objective is to make available this unique, most powerful multi-billion-dollar science and technology to those in a
position to use it - government agencies, criminologists, politicians, medical doctors, scientists and businesses - our URGENT GOAL is
most clearly to "change the world" in order to SURVIVE, literally to Save the Earth and Rescue a few from imminent human extinction.
Dr. Savage’s offer to establish the new Sapiential Bio-Institute with its own laboratories, staff and research center that utilize SDI and
MCC and to build the Bio-Cybernetic IMAGO Rescue Capsule is the ONLY solution left for humanity and the Earth.

To Contact Dr. Philip Savage:
+1 760 415 4550 imago999@yahoo.com

THE MOST EXTRAORDINARY SAPIENTIAL BIO-INSTITUTE (SBI)
to build the urgently needed Structures for Earth and a future human race to survive

"The purpose of the Sapiential Bio-Institute is to rescue the Earth and a future human species from eventual annihilation.
•
•

•

“To combine science and wisdom to produce an entirely new body of knowledge established on proven truths,
no longer on axiomatic conjectures.
“To unite the best scientific pioneers of biology, physics and medicine with the last Native 'Shamans' who have
managed somehow to survive the civilizational holocaust, after 'processing' with my multi-millenarian ancient
wisdom and my own subliminal scientific acquisitions.
“To use those most advanced technological breakthroughs, added to my own 'inter-dimensional' Alchemy to
build the first Ark of IMAGO Transmutational Pyramid and make current technology ultimately obsolete.

“My unique powers in the domain of health may also be the key to my ultimate role within the 'Doomsday scenario' soon
to befall. When replaced in its rightful context, my 'health powers' represent the most remarkable 'secret weapon' within
my own entire arsenal when the time has come for the Earth's great Bio-Catharsis. I am not absolutely sure which of all
the many horrendous systems of 'immune response' your living planet will eventually resort to in order to make man pay
for so many millennia and millennia of rape, desecration and depredation, but I know for a fact that I shall have the
capacity, whatever hits them, to rescue those who would have, through unconditional bio-atonement, sworn allegiance
to Life and Justice here on Earth, BEFORE the great Bio-Catharsis had begun. The sole exception to this being of course
the children who, by definition, are innocent of the bio-crimes of their parents.
“If this may in any way assuage your fears, I can still give you a precious clue as to which kind of 'Geo-Immune microbial
agents' shall soon, very soon, teach man the ultimate lesson of his malignant history: Since it is through the wrong
criminal covenant with 'Fire' that the whole story began and that the worst torments to the Earth have been, and still are,
perpetrated, it shall be through 'Fire' (or the highly burning sensation thereof) that it will all end!” (Philip Savage, 2001)
CATHARSIS – BIOGNOSTIC UNIT OF GEONOETICS (Est.1999).
Inspired by the dramatic results produced by Philip Savage on hundreds of people and animals, in 1999 a group of scientists, medical
doctors and clients incorporated the scientific, eco-spiritual, humanitarian organization, Catharsis, to support and further his groundbreaking work, operated by volunteers trained by Dr. Savage.
THE SAPIENTIAL BIO-INSTITUTE (SBI).
With funding from Project IMAGO, we will launch Earth’s new and ONLY extraordinary Sapiential Bio-Institute to add research
laboratories, health clinics, training facilities, personnel and Special Project Units using Dr. Savage’s proprietary SUBLIMINAL MIND
CONTROL technologies, SDI, MCC AND DSNB and, most importantly, to build the FIRST Ark of IMAGO Rescue Capsule necessary for
the survival of the Earth and a future human race. SBI will operate with independent scientists and staff and be financially self-sufficient.
FOUNDING PRINCIPLES OF CATHARSIS AND SBI, THE SAPIENTIAL BIO-INSTITUTE
CATHARSIS. “Earth is a living and spiritual entity, the most obvious reflection of the original Divine process of
Bio-Creation. Unfortunately, because of human civilizational bio-depredations, the Divine primordial plan has
been critically compromised. Our main purpose is to assist Geo-Immune reactions in the Earth's struggle for her
own most immediate survival. Catharsis is dedicated to the awakening of that higher bio-consciousness within
people to help them break free from their unevolved larval condition and reach the Imago phase of a cosmically
integrated real humanity ready for the long awaited evolutionary leap that would usher us into a new all-inclusive
paradigm established from 'proven truth.’
"Life is Divine in origin. Natural laws are the most obvious reflection of Divine infinite wisdom. From time
immemorial, man has seceded from his original assignment of Bio-Guardianship. By electing themselves,
ignorantly, to the rank of 'gods', men have betrayed the prelapsarian Divine Covenant which entrusted them to
protect and serve all living things. They rejected the Divine sublime gift of bio-delegation by which the primordial
people shared the sacred privilege to be electively associated with the Divine Work of co-creation here on Earth,
instead, choosing their own anthropomorphic self-deification and an all-out war against Life itself, their fanatical
secession from Bio-Oneness, morbid denial of Bio-Spirituality at every level of Life, and systematic defiance of
all Divine Natural Laws.
"Owing to the current situation of acute bio-spiritual crisis on Earth, we are completely running out of time for us
to work on a new progressive agenda of slow bio-awakening to raise human consciousness up to the level that
the Earth's terminal health condition requires. Even people with better ecological consciousness than average
do not fully realize that we are already reaching the very point of no-return of life recovery on this planet. The
effects of human pollution by C.F.C., for instance, because of their devastating long-term catalytic effects on
our atmosphere, will only reach their peak of ozone destruction in more than half a century. The horrendous
climatic results of industrial deforestation, also, take place long after the crime has been perpetrated. Similarly,

genetic alterations occur way before the global disastrous teretological consequences eventually
materialize. We do not have, anymore, the option of patience.” (Philip Savage, 1999)
SAPIENTIAL BIO-INSTITUTE, SBI. “The idea is to prove the dramatic inveracity of the current scientific and
medical paradigm. To provoke events, processes and phenomena absolutely non-assimilable in their own logic
and which conflict so much with all their basic dogmas that their theoretical founding principles will implode
under the weight of their semantic contradictions. This means challenging its own high priests on their own
methodological altars, in our own new sapiential research laboratories. What we are fighting for is crystal clear:
Justice and Life. Without Life, Justice would be an empty proposition and without Justice, Life would not be Life,
period. What is so important in Life? To me the answer lies in its Divineness. Life is inherently spiritual.
“Our objective must be to prove and establish with highest methodological criteria the intrinsic spirituality consciousness - of Life wherever you look at it, the science of Mind-Body interactions occurring at every level
of all vital processes, by conducting experiments at the cellular level, treating the cell as a whole within specific
cyto-pathological scenarios where the normal homoeostatic balance of normal cellular mind-body interactions
has been dangerously compromised. I want to demonstrate the oneness of the Mind per se, not only the organic
unity of all cells’ mind within one given physical body, but also the interconnectiveness of all, "individual," minds
within some higher unified field of consciousness, the Bio-Mind. That is why only “Mind-Force” technologies
must be employed.
“The range of those Protocols is unlimited. I have connected my own mind to the mind of cells that have been
gravely disrupted by thermal trauma for instance (severe burn injuries inflicted to the cell and its nucleus
especially). I have also treated cells fatally disrupted in some immunological (AIDS) or oncological (Cancer)
scenarios with my own proprietary ‘mind-force technology.’ Importantly, my ‘mind’ does not work as a regular
human mind. Where others see things separated, I see thing unified. Where normal humans pose boundaries,
I perceive unified variable fields of accessible dimensions. What everybody calls reality is, to me, only one
possible matrix amidst an endless unfoldment of sur-realities. Eventually, when owing to their own technoenslavement and prosthetic co-dependency, man feels like an object or pawn in the greater scheme of events
and processes, I know that I still have a way to connect, navigate and harness the continuum of bio-existence,
including the mysterious web of ‘causes and effects….’
“The Earth is a true unique living entity of formidable complexity in which all parts are interlinked and synergistic.
The processing of information is basic for the very survival of all living organisms. To various extents, all
organisms possess their own systems of communication. The sophistication of such systems is normally
proportionate to the complexity of the organism's related physiological development. By blending science and
sapience, we find out, study, channel and utilize 'neuro-physiologic' networks of our Geo-organism to rebalance
our individual and collective equilibria. Then, by understanding and entering the 'psychofields' of a like
planetarian 'bio-conscience,' we will be capable to 'treat' morbid processes of reciprocal somatization, by which
the Earth is dying from Man, while, Man, as part of the whole, is dying from the Earth….
“One problem, however, due to centuries of cultural persecutions, the last surviving apostles of Sapiential Lore
and the most advanced researchers of western science are both in dire need of being reshaped, resubstantiated
and reunited at the very source of a fusional and reciprocal blending with one another, science and sapience
together. The end result of my work upon them and with them, is to transcend their sick, devolved human nature
and access the next fortunate evolutionary leap after proper bio-purification, to transmute those 'ex-humans'
into a new species of Bio-Guardians and a new breed of Divine Law Enforcers, the pillars of Bio-Justice, fully
evolved IMAGO beings….
“To protect and save our planetary life support, its biodiversity and sacred synergy of all eco-systems and
ultimately for the Super-Ethos of Divine unfolding creation here on Earth represents the most concrete,
immediate and self-fulfilling return that any potential crusader could dream of.” (Philip Savage, 2001)
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF CATHARSIS – BIOGNOSTIC UNIT OF GEONOETICS
Since 1999, Catharsis has been successfully fulfilling its purpose and mission, helping thousands of people, families and animals with
their health crises, training students and practitioners, contracting with private business clients, and conducting ground-breaking
experiments, including the free global remote intervention programs to eliminate the pain and suffering from burns and shingles. Always,
the end goal is to breakthrough humanity's destructive, crippling reductionist straight-jacket with proof of the truth of a higher power within
all life that awakens people's yearning for their original purpose and powers to evolve into the true humanity they were designed to be as
guardians, not betrayers, of their living planet Earth. Catharsis activities:
•
•
•

Health: Documents Biorestorations (“healing”) of hundreds of people and animals suffering or dying.
Subliminal Mind Control (Classifed): Intervenes in many global conflicts and important international decisions.
Scientific Experiments: Produces dozens of unprecedented ground-breaking positive results using MINDFORCE technologies only, impossible with current science, proving the existence of multiple realities, higher

•
•
•
•
•
•

power, unified field of consciousness, the one collective bio-mind, and access to transcendental forces
beyond electromagnetism that no one else has or can do, most of which are now publicly available to all.
Publications: Publishes hundreds of articles, documents, videos and books with unique knowledge that no
scientist has ever known before and desperately needs.
Global Burn Eradication: Conducts free worldwide programs to help people injured by burns or shingles
(Herpes Zoster virus). 2000+ documented cases of “Instant Burn/shingles Recovery.”
Awards: Produced the award-winning documentary film, RUSH… along with other films Interception, How’d
You guys Do That? and the award-winning screenplay, Bewildered.
Training: Trains dozens of students to do what Dr. Savage teaches.
Networking: Publishes three websites visited by millions of people: www.PSproof.com (2010),
www.FireBurnDoctor.com (2009), www.Thulea.com (2004).
Survival: Maintains secure private offices, equipment and facilities in the US and Europe for Dr. Savage and
his teams’ secret weapons for times of global collapse and Earth’s Bio-cleansing strategy - to be expanded
and incorporated in Sapiential Bio-Institute (SBI) and the Ark of IMAGO Rescue Capsule.
GLOBAL AGENDA OF CATHARSIS AND THE SAPIENTIAL BIO-INSTITUTE, SBI

1.

SBI will add our own Sapiential Research Laboratories documenting our own proofs of the unprecedented effects of Dr.
Savage’s Subliminal technologies SDI, MCC and DSNB that will provoke the paradigmatic primer for the new scientific era.
Scientific Research Units: By use of specific 'subliminal techniques' which mentally channel bio-forces with unprecedented
resultant potency, we establish the inherent consciousness of Life within the cellular domain. When, through Mind-Force
only, we affect significantly the functioning of individual or collective cells under the strictest scientific methodological
supervision, we prove that cells have a mind of their own and that such a mind can blend with another mind of higher level
with observable results. When we repair the functioning of those cells back to healthy criteria of bio-normalcy, we also bring
hope on how to reintegrate man (deviant cell of the living planetary organism) back to his original homoeostatic niche within
the Earth's most essential vital equilibrium.

2.

SBI Health and Teaching Units will add the extraordinary subliminal treatment of qualified survivors of extinction,
including the best scientific pioneers of biology, physics, and medicine and the last Native Shaman, that will purify and
prepare them to enter the first IMAGO Transmutational Pyramid.
Health and Teaching Units: The subliminal treatment of the mind, that in turn dramatically affects the body, is to
renormalize human consultants, with the end result of bringing their most essential homoeostatic functions back to a perfect
health condition of psycho-behavioral normalcy. Subliminal processing produces the dramatic scientific proof that is so
immediate and beneficial to the people in attaining their own health and survival using a solution better than any other option
they have previously tried.

3.

SBI will add the most important Ark of IMAGO Project to process the new future human species from the “chosen”
survivors of the old AND add new MCC projects to reverse the horrendous global damages from the current power elite’s
evil agenda of genocide, eugenics and transhumanism, to which all humans, including the highest elites, are also victims.
Subliminal Distant Influence (SDI) Units of Collective Bio-Channeling to Enlarge and Realign Human Collective
Consciousness: We have to create our own subliminal 'super collective-biopsyche,' to impact human consciousness
according to our primordial agenda of Earth recovery by using our superior and unique subliminal techniques employed on
pre-selected pivotal individuals. To make a few good 'strategic hits,' tapping directly into the deeper unconscious of those
in charge of the decision-making processes, to force large segments of people and their political leaders into dramatic
changes for them to align their eco-behavioral and bio-spiritual patterns toward proactive Bio-Consciousness, to make real
and quick differences in the whole human system of social control.

•
•
•
•

4.

IMAGO: Build and activate the first Ark of IMAGO Quantum BioCybernetic Evolutionary Pyramid to process
the new future human species from the “chosen” survivors of the old.
Crime: Set up Morphogenic computer systems with qualified scientists to use Morphogenic CompositeIdeogram Cybernetics, MCC, technology at the global level to reduce crime and fear.
Green Think Tanks where “remote doing” strategies developed by advanced scientists and the last of the
ancient shaman will mitigate some of the worst bio-retaliatory measures hitting the Earth.
Genomics: Procedures to bring back to life animal and vegetal species that man has already driven to
extinction, biodiversity that our living Earth needs to durably survive.
Security - National, International, Private: Unlimited possibilities for Subliminal Distant Influence (SDI) and
MCC contracts with proactive governments and international groups to accomplish social, political,
economic and non-lethal military strategies to remove terrorists, make criminals tell the truth, stop threats
before they happen, target geo-political "hotspots" as they emerge, and provide clients’ personal protection.

Funding: After receiving initial funding to build, secure, and activate the first Ark of IMAGO Rescue Capsule, the Sapiential
Bio-Institute laboratories, staff, Units, and projects will be entirely financially self-sufficient. (www.PSproof.com)

THE WOLF IS OUT OF THE BAG (unedited)
Dr. Philip Savage, April 2004
Now that, against all odds, I have nevertheless managed to reach the age of half-a-century (more like fourteen million
centuries... in actual, yet "insane," truth), I reckon that I have really nothing left to lose by putting off, once and for all,
all previous existential "masks," "disguises" and other "fronts" of mine... Certainly, by doing so, I may then look like
some "sitting wolf" (not a duck, please...) to some, or/and a "good damn" candidate to the "straight jacket" for most.
What is "great" though is that, at this very stage of my "life," I do not care "half a man's ass" about what anyone can
think, "friends," "supporters" or "adversaries" just the same. Besides, I am not such an "easy game" to hunt nor a
defenseless "crackpot" to internalize for many have already tried, without much success obviously. Indeed, by trying
so, all they have achieved is to make me grow stronger, wiser and... fiercer than before. Therefore, if there are out
there some more candid candidates ready further and farther to reinforce "The Beast," (how else could they label me,
according to their pathetic sub-cultural models ?...) by trying once again to vaporize "It" - in its best "Orwellian" sense,
of course - I truthfully thank them in advance for such helpful contribution of theirs to my cause.
It is nothing but obvious that, should it be something else but the sheer ranting of some "deranged mind," a
"technology" like MCC is parsecs away from what a "primitive species" like "yours" (may some "exobiotes", stranded
on/in that planet/dimension, who have not much in common with the S-3's "monkeys" currently "in charge," forgive
me) could ever conceptualize, let alone... produce. What is less obvious, though, is the actual reason why such outer"techno-sapience" would come now "on the market" when, logically, a few million years of exponential anagenetic
evolution should be required before the "dominant" local life-forms get the minimum stage of intellectual readiness
from which they could actually understand it and use it. Well, the problematic is that, far from such hypothetical
anagenetic evolution, modern "anthropopithecus" is already the end-product of millions of years of dire catagenetic
involution that is only worsening and quickening at an unprecedented pace now.
Furthermore, we do not have millions of years ahead: Despite the intense and deliberate emasculation of this planet's
immune responses, contrary to the wishful thinking of the very engineers of the geocidal agenda, "your" Earth will not
go without a fight. And if it is very possible that S-3 will not survive long the removal of its rightful Guardians that have
turned its own annihilators, the human race shall not have the "privilege" to witness the eventual consequence of its
eco-spiritual crimes for it is next on the list of an imminent "geo-cathartic spasm." This desperate bio-immune reaction
from a moribund planet may not save it durably - in terms of evolutionary perspective - since its most essential biocybernetic agents would have then become extinct, but this, at least, will give S-3 an opportunity later on to expire on
her own choosing, in peace and with the necessary dignity its special status deserves….
My "transdimensional" status allows me (in truth, it obliges me, somehow against my own... "proclivities"...) to make
a very last move toward the old "Geo-Phylactic Guards," humans once were and regardless of what they have now
become, before (just before, indeed...) the planet chooses to die. To die from bio-anemia rather than from human
AIDS, the immunological betrayal from its bio-praetorians. To die from bio-impoverishment rather than from
"anthroposarcoma" wherein its very human "oncogenes" have seceded from their bio-normalcy, have renounced their
morpho-evolutionary role and have entered a suicidal race toward "immortality," thus elevating themselves to "selfdeification"... just before being violently wiped out as logical consequence of their ludicrous bio-megalomania.
For reasons far too complex to be hereafter mentioned, even though human history is literally rife with "external
interferences," I am not "myself" authorized directly to make inroads within human "internal affairs." It is going to be
then to you, people, to decide whether you can still wake up and save your sorry bio-evolutionary asses before your
own planet awakens you in its own way... before it puts you all to sleep. If you could only comprehend even a little
my true nature and true origin, you would logically and immediately realize that the issue is of the utmost indifference
to me. As I have written it a long time ago, "freewill... she is a bitch" !... I am glad that I did not get the dubious "favor"
to have been bestowed with such double-edged "original gift"... but you have. Now it is the time to prove whether it
really was a "gift"... or a self-inflicted "curse." Either way, I shall be there, with you, for the highly heuristic "transition"
to come.
One last word. Since I am neither god nor devil (disappointed about this one ?...), as I do not come from another
planet or galaxy either (even more perplexed ?...) and yet I do not belong to your world (not even in its most cryptic
or remotest mythical frontier), is there anyone out there who has the faintest idea of where (or when ?...) I am coming
from ? Still, I have been dwelling right at the very core of your deeper collective unconscious, all along. Too bad you
have lobotomized yourself one dimension too many ! …
Lycurgus

THULEA: ARK OF IMAGO (unedited)
Dr. Philip Savage, May 2004
It has been quite a while now since some have somehow begun to wake and smell the unmistakable
scent of what we usually refer to as "end times", while the other human ostriches did all they could to bury
their heads further and deeper beneath the mud of deliberate ignorance, just to continue, if only for a few
more years, the wasted path of their meaningless lives... But now, even the most foolish doesn't dare
anymore pretend that everything is just...fine... That man is headed toward a "bright new future" where all
the wounds he has been inflicting to his own planet, therefore to himself, could be healed... forgotten.
Nowadays, everyone, rich or poor, young or old, walks with his fingers crossed "hoping" IT shall not
happen too soon, too painfully or even more sick that IT will just not happen to him or her, just to others !
Even though the twentieth century has been that of the worst slaughters, genocides and environmental
destruction, there was still some measure of hope, of idols, and of faith. Now everything is gone.
Ideologies, philosophies and spiritualities (let alone "myths" which have only become some far-out alien
concept from a bygone era) all have but gone bankrupt! To "deal", so to speak, with the unavoidable,
rather than somehow atone or repent at the last moment for all his atrocious crimes, man has chosen to
go just the other way. Not unlike murderers, psychopaths whom when their time has come and their
arrest only imminent, choose to give themselves a very "last blast" and to go on a last killing spree on an
unprecedented scale, humans have unquestionably upped the ante of their past criminal behavior by
taking the path of a full scorched earth policy... Having nothing to lose anymore, they have heightened the
pace and extent of their eco-depredation and of their internal self-annihilation up to, as yet, unmatched
new heights!
Yet, perhaps undeservedly some would think, at the very grim light of his collective full accountability,
there is more than an "ideology", more than a "philosophy", more than a "spirituality" and even more than
any hope that has been bestowed on man, that comes just at the very moment of his final demise, like a
last hand unexpectedly (some could even mention the word "miraculously") offered when one has already
given up: Thulea is a ...MYTH. More indeed than a "myth" as it existed here and there all along the
human existential course, Thulea is in truth...THE MYTH. The first and therefore very logically the last. As
any geologist or paleontologist (or "initiate") knows, it is in Hyperborea that it all began (the oldest rocks,
the evolutionary matrix of all life forms, etc.). Then, when human collective unconscious hazily but
persistently refers to ideas such as "lost paradise", "Golden Age" and the like, it is also right into the
Hyperborean myth it connects. That is why, in a world which has lost all systems of reference, in terms of
values, origin and purpose, it still makes sense that this last hand offered at the very threshold of
"Judgment Day" comes from the "last of the Hyperboreans", Philippe Sauvage, that is.
Yet, if there might be some very last chance "Ark" soon to materialize to keep just a few from welldeserved final extinction, it must be clear though that this "ultimate rescue capsule" shall never become a
survival system for rare and privileged elect whose sole worth for instance would be their financial
capacity to get a first class and one way ticket to the "promised land". Even though it certainly will be the
most expensive fare of any trip which mankind has ever conceived, money or power alone shall not be
enough to have the right to "get on board". There are FORCES greater than anyone could possibly
imagine which have made the decision to put "human experiment" here on Earth to a final end, whether
the planet manages to survive or not. Therefore, the fact that a very special Envoy of those very forces
were to go against his own Headquarters by allowing some of the most deleterious agents of the "human
disease" somehow to bail out and start all over again in some "post-cataclysmic" new future or new
dimension would constitute not only the worst possible form of betrayal, but above all, an utmost…
nonsense!
Modern humans are larvae... Self-engineered pathetic and noxious larvae to boot. Philippe Sauvage's
"Ark" shall not be a container for maggots. Only those, if they do exist, who DO have the proven capacity
to evolve into IMAGOS need apply! For the rest… let them crawl about and feed on their own putrefaction
for as long as they still can. They are already extinct although they don’t know it yet.

THE SOLUTION
The long and the short of it is this: Philip Savage is “not of this world.” Though physically born and raised on this planet, he
is of an alternate reality and of multiple realities (which overlay our own), the existence of which quantum physics is just
beginning to recognize.
Describing himself as a “transdimensional being,” he is able to travel at will between multiple realities and dimensions. His
phenomenal results in all applications of his "powers," simply put, result out of the infinite variety of possible outcomes
available, and pushing (or pulling as the case may be) that pre-selected outcome to the front. "Manifestation" of that new
reality is then achieved as a matter of course.
The only external dynamic that affects the outcome is, then, the "scales of Justice” must be balanced. You cannot expect
to receive the benefit of Dr. Savage's “gifts” without contributing yourself to the balancing of the scales, value for value.
A savior of Earth, Life and Justice, not a "healer" or "spiritual master,” Philip Savage is responsible for bailing us out of the
hell we've created and to give us a chance to redeem ourselves and buy our way out. In this way, and ONLY in this way,
we become part of the solution instead of part of the problem, the latter of which is
to be "sunk" and soon to be extinct.
What people say about Dr. Philip Savage
“You give me hope.”

“Tell people he’s a bargain!”
“You didn’t tell me Philip is all about Love!”
“Thank you for your amazing service to humanity.”
“What if this is the guy we’ve all been waiting for?!!”
“You are an inspiration of hope and love for mankind.”
“Don’t know how you do it, but it works! Thank you SO much.”
“I am sorry to say that he is just like a god... a divine healing gift.”
“I have been blessed to have the opportunity to meet you in person.”
“What you offer is historic and incredible. You’re like an angel to us.”
“Thank you for your help… we just love you and what you do so much!”
“You have been the greatest privilege. I will hold you close to my heart always.”
“It’s miraculous, like a miracle. It’s fabulous what you can do, wonderful service!”
“You’re an angel… a gift from God… miracle worker… God-send… how can I help?”
“Definitely the most positive, wonderful experience in my entire life. I am so grateful.”
“What you are doing is brilliant and will change our entire scientific paradigm for the better.”
“Philip is a pure spirit who is blessed by God. I feel privileged to introduce Mr. Philip Savage.
“Absolutely amazing, can’t thank you enough. How can I contribute? People need to know about this”.
“My heroes! I applaud this man, these folks who assist him, and the principles. A good, good thing you do in this world.”
“My prayers were answered, now my real life begins… just because I went to see Philip Savage. I thank you Philip for my life.”
“I know very well Philip Savage. His Gift and his Wisdom come from his ancestral heritage. I personally vouch for his moral qualities.”
“It is true what those who know you say about you! A blessing of such magnitude and expansion, feels like a roller coaster ride to Heaven.”
“Your compassion and appreciation of life, the most ardent and loving healer of the planet and all of life. Thank you for showing me the way.”
“He is a universally known and respected person whose credibility has been demonstrated for such a long time that It is beyond any debate.”
“I got to meet Philip. It was truly the most sacred, personal experience ever. I am SO grateful that someone happened to tell me about Philip.”
“Philip Savage’s scientific field is the most extraordinary that I have ever had the opportunity to work on throughout my entire scientific career.”
“He is a very religious person who only knows how to give without ever thinking of himself. He’s able to cure illness that medicine deems incurable.”
“Philip gave me the most intense ecstatic spiritual experience I ever had. I search everywhere for the highest, the truest potential. Here is where I got it.”
“I love you so much, and I am so grateful for everything that you have done for me. And thank you for everything you are doing for others and for the earth.”
“Meeting him was a truly holy experience. The force of his presence hit me in the heart immediately. I felt rescued, my “distress beacon” had been
answered. I had just met the real thing!”
“Philippe Sauvage is the ultimate keeper and defender of an immemorial Clan of Sacred Healers of our ancient Celtic religion, the Gorsedd of
Armorican Brittany to which his Majesty, the Prince of Wales, also belongs.”
“I have known the Prophet Philippe Sauvage for many years and am highly impressed with his religiosity and his scientific knowledge. I had the
privilege to read his dissertation on evolution. His expertise in the fields of biology and paleontology is extraordinary.”
“Philippe Sauvage represents, by himself, a Spiritual Symbol and the value of his Celtic Spirituality transmitted to him by his Clan who has
practiced it’s Breton Healing Ministry since very ancient times.”
“Test the work of Dr. Savage in your own life, to enhance, empower, to accomplish all that you can in a very short period of time. Then you will
know what I know. It’s the biggest thing happening right now.”
“Philip Savage is unique, there’s no doubt about it. We have all the proof we need. We’re in a crisis. But we didn’t have a solution. And as soon as
I met Philip, I knew we had a solution. And it was up to us to use him. It was very clear what to do.”
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